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Chapter 1361

”Stop! Who?”

As soon as Lu Chen and others got out of the car, the two guards at the gate of Long

Mansion immediately became alert.

”I want to see Long Xiuxian, go in and let me know.” Lu Chen said calmly.

”Is it possible for you to meet the head of the Long family just as long as you want to

meet him? I’ll submit my greetings tomorrow, and then go back and wait for

notification.” The guard on the left said coldly.

Lu Chen didn’t talk nonsense, but just made a gesture.

Wang Xuan understood quickly and directly dragged Long Haoran out of the car and

threw him at the gate.

”Fourth Young Master?”

The two guards took a closer look and their expressions changed instantly: “Who are

you? How dare you attack the Long family? How brave you are!”

”Tell Long Xiuxian that an old friend is visiting.” Lu Chen said expressionlessly.

”Quick… go and inform my uncle…”

Long Haoran lay on the ground and shouted feebly.



The two guards looked at each other and did not dare to hesitate. One was on guard and

the other immediately ran back to the house to report.

Three minutes later, a group of fully armed guards came out aggressively and

immediately surrounded Lu Chen and the others.

”Who wants to see me?”

At this time, a burly, middle-aged man with a beard walked out with his hands behind his

back.

The man has a Chinese character face, thick eyebrows and big eyes, and an expression

that is calm and intimidating.

Behind him, there were two white-haired old men, one fat and one thin.

The two old men had low eyebrows and looked ordinary, but in fact they were

unfathomable.

Just a glance made Wang Xuan feel like a light was running down his back, and he broke

out in a cold sweat.

”Uncle… Uncle, save me!”

Long Haoran let out a shrill wail as if seeing a savior.

”Um?”

Long Xiuxian’s first sight was fixed on Long Haoran. His hair was disheveled, his cheeks

were red and swollen, his mouth and nose were bleeding, and he looked very

embarrassed.



”Who is so bold? How dare you hurt my Long family?!”

Long Xiuxian had a stern face and sharp eyes.

”Uncle! It was him! He was the one who beat me!”

Long Haoran staggered forward, pointed at Lu Chen, and cried, “This kid is so bold that

he not only caused trouble in Qianjintai, but also severely injured me. This time, you

must make the decision for me!”

”Um?”

Long Xiuxian looked in the direction of his finger. Just when he was about to show off

his power, he was suddenly stunned.

His eyes were widened, his face was full of shock, as if he had seen a ghost.

”Is…is that you?”

Looking at the familiar face in front of him, Long Xiuxian became uneasy.

A few months ago, he went to Jiangling in person to attend his nephew Long Ao’s

engagement celebration.

Then, he had nightmares for a month continuously, and he still trembles with fear when

he recalls it.

But he didn’t expect that the source of the nightmare would now come to the door

himself.

What is this for?

Settle accounts after the fall? To avenge Long Ao for snatching his wife?



Long Xiuxian panicked and broke out in cold sweat.

Lu Changge was well-known as a demon king back then. Whoever was offended would

be in bad luck.

Even the emperor’s relatives have to be afraid of three points.

Although ten years have passed, the power of the Xiliang Palace still exists, and Lu

Changge is still a being that everyone fears.

If the other party wants to cause trouble in the Long family, the consequences will be

unimaginable.

”Master Long, we meet again.” Lu Chen smiled slightly.

”…” Long Xiuxian’s eyes twitched, and he didn’t know how to respond for a moment.

This kid in front of me is the evil star that everyone can’t avoid.

He didn’t dare to offend, and he didn’t dare to win over her. Even if he said a few more

words, he felt that he would get into trouble.

It’s so hard.

”Uncle, why are you still standing there? This guy hit me, please kill him quickly!”

Long Haoran, who didn’t know it, was still shouting: “Boy! How dare you act wildly at

the door of my Long’s house? You are really looking for your own death! Today next

year will be your death day!”

“Shut up!”
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Long Xiuxian’s scalp exploded, and he slapped Long Haoran hard on the face with his

backhand.

”Snapped!”

This slap was so powerful that it sent Long Haoran flying away, causing him to fall to

pieces on the spot.

Seeing this scene, everyone was dumbfounded.

Everyone’s eyes widened, some couldn’t believe it.

what’s the situation?

If someone comes to make trouble, shouldn’t the clan leader punish the troublemaker?

Why did he slap Long Haoran instead?

Could it be that he hit the wrong person?

”Uncle?”

Long Haoran was stunned, lying on the ground, covering his burning face, a little at a

loss: “You…why did you hit me?”

”You stupid thing! I’m going to hit you!”

Long Xiuxian was so angry that he walked forward and started punching and kicking

him, while he was beating and scolding: “I idle around every day, bully men and women,

and get into trouble everywhere. It is a shame and a shame that the Long family has a

playboy like you! I will do it for you today!” Dad, teach this incompetent beast a lesson!”

”Ouch… don’t, stop fighting… Uncle, I know I was wrong…”



Long Haoran held his head in his hands and screamed repeatedly after being beaten.

The people around were dumbfounded again and looked at each other.

Why did the clan leader suddenly become so irritable?

Normally, when Long Haoran gets into trouble, he would just give him a few scoldings.

What happened today? He was beaten so hard?

How cruel!

”what happened?”

Liu Cong and Liu Xiangsi, who had just arrived by car, were also shocked by the scene in

front of them.

In their opinion, the reason Lu Chen came to Long Mansion must be to plead guilty and

pray for life.

But they never expected that after Long Xiuxian came out, not only did he not blame Lu

Chen, but he even beat his nephew violently.

What is this operation?

Could it be that big shots all have other hobbies?

”Strange, did the Long family take the wrong medicine?”

Yin Tao sat in the car and watched from a distance, with a look of astonishment on her

face.

Everything that happened tonight was completely unexpected.



”Master Long, he is your nephew after all, so be gentle and just beat him half to death.”

Lu Chen said with a smile.

Long Xiuxian’s face twitched and he worked harder for a while.

Haoran!

The uncle can’t help himself either. Just be patient and it will be over soon.

Sure enough, under Long Xiuxian’s violent beating, Long Haoran soon passed out.

”Chief, stop fighting. If you fight again, someone will die.” Someone nearby couldn’t

stand it anymore.

”Hmph! You should be taught a lesson for such a beast!”

Long Xiuxian was yelling and cursing, but stopped, waved his hand, and shouted: “Come

here! Drag this beast in for me, keep a close eye on him, and take care of him after he’s

healed!”

Following his order, the half-dead Long Haoran was finally carried away.

There was blood all the way.

”You two, I’m really sorry.”

Long Xiuxian turned to Lu Chen and smiled stiffly: “It was my lax discipline that caused

this kid to get into trouble. If there is any offense, please forgive me.”

”Master Long, don’t get me wrong. I’m not here to accuse you. I just want to talk to

you.” Lu Chen smiled.

”Talk?”



Long Xiuxian swallowed.

I muttered to myself, what is there to talk about? What is your own composition, don’t

you have any clues in your heart?

What good consequences can come from hanging out with you?

Complaints are complaints, but on the outside he managed to smile and said: “No

problem, no problem, you two, please come inside.”

”Thank you.”

Lu Chen nodded slightly, then took Wang Xuan and strode into the Dragon Mansion with

his head held high.

Liu Cong, Liu Xiangsi, and Yin Tao outside were dumbfounded.
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Dragon Mansion, in the reception room.

”You all go out, and no one is allowed in without my order.”

Long Xiuxian made a gesture and dismissed all his subordinates and servants.

”Wang Xuan, go to the side hall to rest for a while, I have something to talk to Mr. Long.”

Lu Chen winked.

”good.”

Wang Xuan nodded and left quickly.

As the door closed, only Long Xiuxian and Lu Chen were left in the living room.



”Hey! Little prince, why are you here?”

As soon as the people left, Long Xiuxian put down the shelf immediately.

Lu Chen has a sensitive identity and represents the Xiliang Palace.

As a minister of the imperial court, he met privately with the heir of the Xiliang Palace, if

it got out, he would inevitably be condemned and provoked a commotion.

If it’s more serious, he might even be charged as a traitor and traitor.

”What? Doesn’t Lord Long welcome me?” Lu Chen smiled half-smile.

nonsense! How could I possibly welcome you, the evil star? Unless I’m crazy!

Long Xiuxian was roaring in his heart, but he had a bright smile on his face: “What did

you say, young prince? I’m just flattered. You have a distinguished status and your

presence here really makes this humble house shine.”

”Yeah?”

Lu Chen poured himself a cup of tea, and took advantage of the opportunity to pour

another cup for Long Xiuxian.

The latter showed fear, holding the cup with both hands, cautiously.

”Actually, I was supposed to come visit you again some time later, but your Long family

has a connection with me, so I moved forward a few days.” Lu Chen smiled slightly.

Long Xiuxian’s eyes twitched, and he scolded all eighteen generations of Long Haoran’s

ancestors in his heart. On the surface, he looked honored: “I wonder if the young prince is

here to visit, what advice can you give me?”



”I came to you for three main things.”

Lu Chen took a sip of tea and said with a smile: “First thing, I’m a little tight when I first

came to Yanjing, so I hope Lord Long can help me a little bit.”

”It’s easy to talk, I’ll ask someone to raise funds for you right away, is 300 million

enough? If not, I’ll raise some more.” Long Xiuxian secretly breathed a sigh of relief.

I thought it was a big deal, but it turned out that I was just asking for money. If I said it

earlier, I was shocked.

”Master Long, I have a principle. I don’t like to sit on my hands and have nothing. The

cash will always be spent one day. It’s better to teach people to fish than to teach them to

fish. What do you think?” Lu Chen’s smile did not change.

”Huh?” Long Xiuxian was startled and asked tentatively: “The young prince doesn’t want

money, so what do you want?”

”The Qianjin Pavilion is the property of the Long family, right? I heard that the income is

very good. How about you give the Qianjin Pavilion to me?” Lu Chen said.

”Thousand Gold Terrace?”

Long Xiuxian’s pupils shrank and his heart began to twitch.

This brat is like a lion!

Qianjintai is the largest casino in Nancheng District. Its annual net profit starts at one

billion yuan. To the Long family, it is a chicken that lays golden eggs.

The boy in front of me didn’t want money, so he set his sights on Qianjintai.



It’s really ulterior motives!

”The Long family has strong financial resources, so a small daughter’s palace should be

nothing, right?” Lu Chen said with a smile.

A piece of cake? Thank you kid for being able to speak!

You devil who eats people without spitting out their bones!

Long Xiuxian only felt a pain in his body, but he forced out a smile and said, “Since the

young prince likes it, why not give it to you as a gift of a thousand pieces of gold?”

”Master Long is really generous, so I’ll thank you in advance.” Lu Chen bowed his hand.

”Young Master, you’re welcome. You should.” The corners of Long Xiuxian’s mouth

twitched.

”Master Long, the second thing is relatively simple. You just need to find two medicinal

ingredients for me.” Lu Chen stretched out two fingers.

”Oh?” Long Xiuxian’s eyes lit up, fearing that Lu Chen would regret it, he responded

repeatedly: “This matter is easy to handle, let alone two medicinal herbs. As long as you,

young prince, ask for it, even if it requires two hundred medicinal herbs, it will be easy to

handle.” not a problem!”
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”Two hundred plants are not enough, just two plants.” Lu Chen smiled.

”I wonder which two medicinal herbs the young prince wants? I will order people to find

them right away.” Long Xiuxian took a sip from the tea cup.



”Oh, it’s very simple. I want a Bingxin lotus and a golden marrow jade.” Lu Chenfeng

said lightly.

”puff!”

Hearing this, Long Xiuxian spit out the sip of tea he had just taken, showing an

exaggerated expression: “Young prince, did I hear you right? You just said you wanted

Bing Xin Lian and Golden Marrow Jade?”

”That’s right.” Lu Chen nodded.

The reason why he proposed this condition in front of Long Xiuxian was mainly because

he was worried about the slow efficiency of the Wang family.

Xie Sinian is in critical condition, so he can’t wait too long.

With the help of the Long family, it should be much faster.

”My young prince, do you know that these two medicines are extremely rare and

top-quality elixirs?” Long Xiuxian’s voice was trembling.

”Elixirs are elixirs, but I believe that to the Long family, this is nothing, right?” Lu Chen

said with a smile.

A piece of cake? You are so easy to say!

Long Xiuxian almost couldn’t help yelling.

First, the lion opened his mouth and asked for the Thousand Gold Table, and then asked

for two priceless elixirs, which were also rare and rare.

Is this going to empty out the Long family?



”My young prince, it would be nice if I could buy it with money, but the best elixir is

hard to come by. I don’t know where to look for it for a while?” Long Xiuxian looked

embarrassed.

”Others can’t, but I believe you can do it, Mr. Long.” Lu Chen took another sip of tea.

”This…” Long Xiuxian frowned and did not dare to answer any more words.

”Lord Long, I wonder if you have heard about the massacre of the Chen family twelve

years ago?” Lu Chen suddenly said.

Long Xiuxian’s eyelids twitched, and his body tensed unconsciously, but he remained

calm on the surface: “I have heard about this a little bit, I wonder why the young prince

mentioned this?”

”Nothing, I’m just curious.”

Lu Chen said meaningfully: “Dozens of members of the Chen family were killed

overnight. Dali Temple has been investigating for many years, but they haven’t been

found yet. Who do you think the murderer will be?”

In the end, his gaze was fixed on Long Xiuxian.

The fiery eyes made Long Xiuxian’s back feel like a light, and his scalp tingled.

Does this kid know something?

No! impossible!

What happened back then was kept extremely secretive by the Long family, leaving no

witnesses or survivors, so it was impossible to leak it out.



But the question is, if Lu Changge didn’t know about it, why would he suddenly mention

it?

Thinking of this, Long Xiuxian couldn’t help but swallowed his saliva and broke out in

cold sweat.

The case of extermination of the Chen family has a lot to do with it.

Once exposed, it will be a fatal blow to the Long family!

”Master Long, let’s get back to the topic. Regarding the medicinal materials, there should

be no problem, right?” Lu Chen smiled half-heartedly.

The Prince of Xiliang not only collected rare books from all over the world, but also had

a lot of dirty information about high-ranking officials.

The black material about the Long family is the massacre of the Chen family.

”No problem at all.”

Long Xiuxian forced a smile: “It is an honor for our Long family to serve the young

prince.”

”Thank you, Lord Long, for your generous help.”

Lu Chen nodded slightly and followed: “Now, let’s talk about the last thing… To be

honest, I went to Beijing this time to fulfill a long-cherished wish, but my ability is

limited now, so I still need a dragon. Adults help.”

”Young prince, you’re welcome. If you need anything, just ask.” Long Xiuxian was still

frightened.



”It’s very simple. I want your Long family to secretly investigate the truth behind my

mother’s death. I want to find out the real mastermind!” Lu Chen’s eyes suddenly became

sharp and sharp.
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”What?!”

Lu Chen’s words immediately made Long Xiuxian feel as if he had been struck by

lightning, and his face instantly turned pale.

The Purple City Rebellion ten years ago is still a taboo that cannot be mentioned.

The death of Princess Xiliang has been an unsolved mystery for many years.

This “unsolvable mystery” is not really unsolvable, but that no one dares to solve it.

Even the king of Xiliang, who was so powerful in his power, was forced to endure it in

the end. Who would dare to really seek out the truth?

At that time, officials kept saying that they would find out the real culprit, but in the end

they still left the matter unsolved.

This is enough to prove that the mastermind behind the unrest in Purple City must be

extremely powerful!

It even involves the supreme imperial power!

Although the Long family has a great business, it is still not worth mentioning in front of

those powerful relatives of the emperor and the country.

So after hearing Lu Chen’s needs, Long Xiuxian was shocked, panicked and scared.



The water here is too deep. Once the Long family gets involved in it, they may be

catastrophic at any time!

”Master Long, don’t be too nervous. I’m not asking you to die. Why are you so afraid?”

Lu Chen restrained his sharpness, smiled slightly, and returned to his calm appearance.

”Little…little prince, I can agree to the first two conditions, but I really can’t help with

this matter.” Long Xiuxian cried sadly, feeling very aggrieved.

Once the taboo that has been dusty for ten years is restarted, it will be a shocking turmoil.

”Master Long, if I remember correctly, my mother should have helped your Long family

back then, right?” Lu Chen suddenly asked.

”This…” Long Xiuxian was speechless for a moment.

At that time, the Long family almost suffered a disaster because of being unable to think

about it.

In desperation, he could only turn to the powerful King of Xiliang for help.

As a result, the king of Xiliang didn’t like to meddle in other people’s business and didn’t

bother to deal with him.

In the end, the princess begged for mercy and persuaded the King of Xiliang herself to

help the Long family escape.

He will always remember this kindness in his heart.

”It seems that you haven’t forgotten what happened back then.”



Lu Chen smiled faintly: “My mother has done good deeds throughout her life and never

asked for anything in return, but I am different. I have to get back whatever is owed to

me. Master Long, the lives of more than 100 members of your Long family belong to

me.” Mother saved her, shouldn’t you…should repay her?”

Hearing this, Long Xiuxian fell silent.

Holding the tea cup in both hands, he refused to speak for a long time, his eyes full of

confusion.

Lu Chen poured himself another cup of tea and drank it in one gulp. His tone remained

calm: “Master Long, don’t get me wrong. I’m not asking you to avenge my mother. I just

hope that you can help secretly investigate what happened back then. That’s all, this

request shouldn’t be too much, right?”

Long Xiuxian’s hand holding the tea cup trembled slightly, and the tea in the cup rippled.

Just like in his heart.

After pondering for a long time, Long Xiuxian took a deep breath, his hands suddenly

stabilized, and the tea slowly returned to calm.

”Okay, I promise you.”

No unnecessary nonsense, just a few simple words.

Calm and determined.

There is no way to repay the kindness of saving a life.

Now, he could only use his own meager strength to comfort the princess’s spirit in

heaven.



”Thank you, Lord Long.”

Lu Chen stood up solemnly, clasped his hands and bowed deeply.

”You’re welcome, little prince, this is what I should do.”

Long Xiuxian quickly stood up, helped Lu Chen upright, and said with a wry smile.

“That’s all I can do…”

He did not dare to avenge the princess, nor did he have the ability.

He could only help Lu Changge secretly and repay his kindness.

”That’s enough.” Lu Chen smiled slightly: “At least it proves that my mother didn’t save

the wrong person back then.”

”Ashamed…” Long Xiuxian shook his head.

”Master Long, it’s getting late, so I won’t bother you here. If you have any news, please

contact me at any time.”

After leaving each other’s numbers, Chase Lu decisively resigned and left.

To gain a foothold in Yanjing and investigate the truth, the help of these wealthy families

is indispensable.

Otherwise, it would be impossible for him to avenge his mother with his own strength.
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The Long family is just one of them. In his plan, more forces are needed to participate, so

that he is qualified to challenge the mastermind behind the scenes.



At this moment, on the street outside the gate of Long Mansion.

Two cars were parked one behind the other.

Yin Tao leaned on the back seat with a tired expression, holding a women’s cigarette in

her hand, but didn’t smoke it, letting the breeze blow it out bit by bit.

Chase Lu has been in for almost two hours, and there has been no movement so far.

Could something happen?

Although Long Xiuxian’s previous behavior was a bit unexpected, it cannot be ruled out

that he was doing it for outsiders to see.

Once in the Dragon Mansion, without eyes and ears, you can kill people and silence

them.

Thinking of this, Yin Tao couldn’t help feeling a little worried.

She didn’t even understand why she cared so much about someone she just met?

Is it just that the other person is good-looking? Special personality?

”Crunch!”

At this time, the vehicle in front suddenly backed up, and then parked side by side next to

Yin Tao’s car.

The car window lowered, and the faces of Liu Cong and Liu Xiangsi were quickly

revealed.

”Miss Yin, are you still waiting here? I advise you to go back and rest early.”



Liu Cong said with a playful smile: “Lu Chen acted recklessly and trespassed in the

dragon’s pond and tiger’s lair. I guess this meeting has been chopped up, and even the

body can’t be found.”

”Hmph! You said the same thing before, but what happened? Didn’t he come out of

Qianjin Terrace in a good manner?” Yin Tao retorted.

”How can Qianjin Terrace be compared with Dragon Mansion?”

Liu Cong sneered: “There are so many masters in the Dragon Mansion, Lu Chen can only

go to death if he enters, don’t look at Mr. Long’s polite behavior before, it’s just a hidden

knife in his smile to deceive people’s eyes and ears.”

”That’s right! If Lu Chen hit Fourth Young Master Long, he is doomed to die. That little

boy you like will never come out in this life!” Liu Xiangsi gloated a little.

Yin Tao frowned and said nothing.

At this time, a figure suddenly walked up to Liu Cong’s car and tapped on the window

lightly.

”Button!”

The sudden movement startled both Liu Xiangsi and Liu Cong.

The two of them looked back subconsciously and were stunned for a moment.

Because at some point, Lu Chen was already standing outside the car with a smile on his

face.

The white teeth, under the moonlight, looked a bit oozing.



”You you you… you are not dead?”

Liu Xiangsi’s eyes widened in disbelief.

Liu Cong next to him also looked like he had seen a ghost.

what’s the situation?

Lu Chen made a big fuss in Qianjin Terrace and beat Long Haoran violently. How could

the Long family let him go so easily?

”What? Are you disappointed that I’m not dead?” Lu Chen seemed to be smiling but not

smiling.

These two sluts really hope that something happens to him.

”You’ve been in here for so long, and the Long family hasn’t done anything to you?” Liu

Cong asked tentatively.

”What can you do to me? It’s Long Haoran who is arrogant and domineering and bullies

others. I just came to ask for justice. Fortunately, Lord Long is reasonable and taught

Long Haoran a lesson after knowing the truth.” Lu Chen said calmly.

”Then what?”

Liu Cong and Liu Xiangsi spoke in unison.

”Then Master Long invited us to drink tea, apologized to us, and compensated for some

mental damage, and then asked someone to send us out.” Lu Chen shrugged.

”It’s that simple?”

The two people’s eyes widened, looking incredulous.



”It’s that simple.”

Lu Chen said lightly.

”…”

The two looked at each other and looked at each other.

When did Master Long become so kind?

When a member of the family is beaten, not only does he not retaliate, but he treats the

perpetrator politely.

Could it be that his brain was flooded?
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Liu Xiangsi and Liu Cong stared at each other, completely ignorant of Long Xiuxian’s

behavior.

Is it stupid to retaliate with kindness? Or magnanimity?

Don’t you want any face for a dignified and wealthy family?

”The grudge between me and the Long family has been settled. Now, it’s time to talk

about things between us.” Lu Chen said with a smile.

It’s just that this smile, in the eyes of Liu Xiangsi and Liu Cong, is a little malicious.

”Brother Lu, this matter has nothing to do with me. I am also a victim. You see, I have

been standing guard at the door because I was worried that something would happen to

you.” Liu Cong forced a smile.



Damn, this guy in front of me is a lunatic. He even dares to hit Long Haoran. If he angers

him, he will inevitably be beaten up.

”We’ll discuss the matter between you and me later. I have something to talk to her

about.”

Lu Chen stretched out his finger and tapped Liu Xiangsi through the car window.

”I have nothing to talk to you about! Senior brother! Drive quickly!”

Liu Xiangsi suddenly felt uneasy and quickly signaled Liu Cong to leave.

”Want to go?”

Wang Xuan snorted coldly, suddenly punched the window, then grabbed the steering

wheel and yanked hard.

”Boom!”

The entire steering wheel was violently torn off by Wang Xuan, and was thrown a

hundred meters away, falling into the high wall of the Long family.

”…”

Liu Cong was stunned. He looked at the car without a steering wheel and wanted to cry.

What a new luxury car I bought!

Liu Xiangsi was also stunned, her eyes twitching, a little at a loss.

Even the steering wheel can be ripped off, is this still a human being?

”Liu Xiangsi, I don’t usually hit women, but your behavior tonight is really annoying.”



”You called me to lure me out, but you and Liu Cong teamed up to set up a trap. If I

hadn’t been lucky, I would have been dead by now, right?”

Although Lu Chen was smiling, his eyes were cold, so cold that it made people feel

frightened.

”What does it have to do with…what does it have to do with me? I obviously didn’t do

anything, and it’s all your fault!” Liu Xiangsi said confidently.

”To blame yourself?”

Lu Chen sneered: “Sure enough, people like you have absolutely no reason to talk about.

Of course, I don’t bother to talk nonsense with you. I just want to know one thing now,

what is the secret about Uncle Xie? As long as you To be honest, I can pretend nothing

happened.”

”Why should I tell you?” Liu Xiangsi deliberately turned her head.

”If you don’t say it, I will make you disappear.” Lu Chen smiled.

”You…you dare!” Liu Xiangsi’s eyelids twitched, and she shouted sternly, “I warn you,

I’m not easy to mess with. If you dare to touch a hair of mine, I guarantee you will regret

it!”

”Wang Xuan, show her some color.”

Lu Chen snapped his fingers and took two steps back.

”okay!”

Wang Xuan grinned, reached in suddenly, grabbed Liu Xiangsi’s hair, and dragged her

out forcefully.



”Ah! Let go! Let go!”

Liu Xiangsi struggled and screamed, but was firmly held down by Wang Xuan, unable to

move.

”I have a bottle of poison here, which can cause skin ulceration and muscle necrosis, and

it will never recover.”

Lu Chen took out a green bottle, shook it in front of Liu Xiangsi’s eyes, and said with a

smile: “Just imagine, if this thing is poured on your face, what will happen?”

”The surname is Lu! Don’t mess around! I’m the granddaughter of Doctor Liu!”

Liu Xiangsi panicked and tried to threaten. Seeing that Lu Chen didn’t respond, she

immediately asked Liu Cong for help: “Brother! Help me—help me!”

”land……”

Liu Cong opened his mouth, and when he wanted to say something, he was coldly

glanced at by Lu Chen, and abruptly choked back his words.

Too cruel.
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Can’t afford to provoke.

”I’ll give you ten seconds to think about it. If you don’t want to say it, I’ll use this bottle

of poison to wash your face.” Lu Chen’s smile did not change.

While speaking, he uncorked the bottle and placed the medicine bottle on Liu Xiangsi’s

head.



”no, do not want!”

Liu Xiangsi was so frightened that her legs went limp, tears streamed down her face, she

panicked and said: “Don’t ruin my face! I said, I can say anything, quickly take this thing

away!”

”Wouldn’t it be fine if it had been like this?”

Lu Chen slowly took back the medicine bottle.

A bitch like this really won’t shed tears until she sees the coffin.

Liu Xiangsi breathed heavily, and after a while she regained her composure. She said in a

weak voice: “The secret about Xie Sinian starts from a few years ago…

That day, a strange guest suddenly came to the house, and he had a secret conversation

with my grandfather. I overheard a little of it through the door.

It turns out that this guest is the person who saved Xie Sinian ten years ago. “

”Wait! Wasn’t it your grandfather who saved Uncle Xie?” Lu Chen suddenly interrupted.

”To be precise, it was this person who brought the seriously injured Xie Sinian to Jishi

Hall, where he was treated by my grandfather. And every once in a while, this person

would visit secretly and ask my grandfather about Xie Sinian’s condition.” Liu Acacia

explained.

”Who is this person?” Lu Chen’s face became solemn.

He always thought it was Liu Gongquan who saved people, but it turned out that there

was another hidden secret.



”I have no idea.”

Liu Xiangsi shook his head: “I have never seen this person’s face. Every time he comes

over, grandpa will ask me to avoid him. I was really curious that day, so I eavesdropped.”

”What did you overhear?” Chase Lu asked.

”I heard that man tell grandpa that he must save Xie Sinian’s life and must not reveal his

identity; also, if someone comes looking for him, he must be informed immediately to

prevent any accidents.” Liu Xiangsi replied.

”Um?”

Hearing this, Lu Chen couldn’t help but frown slightly.

It was obvious that Liu Gongquan was hiding something from him.

In other words, I haven’t fully believed him yet.

The biggest question now is the identity of this mysterious person?

The other party rescued Xie Sinian and then sent him to Liu Gongquan for resettlement,

and he was so careful. He must have known something.

Lu Chen had a hunch that if he could find this mysterious man, what happened back then

would soon come to light.

”Is there any other news?” Lu Chen asked again.

”Oh, by the way! I remember what grandpa called that person…Mr. Ji!” Liu Xiangsi said

suddenly.

”Mr. Ji?” Lu Chen was thoughtful.



In his memory, there seemed to be no big family named Ji in Yanjing, nor were there any

high-ranking officials named Ji.

So who is this Mr. Ji?

”I…I only know this much, nothing more.” Liu Xiangsi looked nervous.

Lu Chen stared at Liu Xiangsi for a few seconds, and after confirming that the other party

was not lying, he nodded: “Okay, for the sake of the information you provided, I won’t

care about today’s matter, but from now on, the two of you will be the best.” Be honest, if

you dare to do evil in secret again, don’t blame me for turning against you.”

Liu Xiangsi nodded repeatedly, but a trace of resentment flashed in his eyes.

”Miss Yin…”

After resolving the grievances, Lu Chen walked to Yin Tao’s car, smiled and said, “Thank

you for your help today, but I have to trouble you to give us another ride. It’s getting late

and it’s not easy to take a taxi.”

”my pleasure.”

Yin Tao smiled charmingly, patted the seat next to her, and said excitedly: “Come on,

little handsome boy, come into my sister’s arms.”

”Besides, you looked so fierce when you taught that bitch just now. I like it so much.”

”Why don’t you go to sleep at my sister’s place tonight? My sister’s bed is big and soft,

guaranteed to make you linger forever.”

”…” Lu Chen.



Why do you feel like a sheep entering a tiger’s mouth?

Chapter 1369

Early the next morning, in a small independent villa.

When the first ray of sunlight appeared on the horizon, Lu Chen, who was sitting

cross-legged on the bed, finally slowly opened his eyes.

After having the Tian Lingzhu, his martial arts cultivation has been greatly improved.

There is no need to deliberately practice, the Tianling Pearl will automatically absorb the

spiritual energy of heaven and earth and turn it into one’s own use.

This is equivalent to Lu Chen practicing every moment.

And the higher the talent, the more powerful the effect of Tian Lingzhu will be.

In less than a month, Chase Lu has reached the threshold of Grand Master.

As long as he wants, he can break through at any time.

However, in order to have a more stable foundation, Lu Chen was ready to polish it

again, so he suppressed his realm for the time being.

There is still half a year left before the one-year appointment with the eunuch, which is

enough for him to accumulate a lot.

”Ding ding ding…”

At this time, the phone rang suddenly.



Lu Chen took out his cell phone from under the pillow and looked at it, and found that it

was a call from Liu Gongquan. When he answered the call, a somewhat urgent voice

came quickly.

”Hey, Xiao Lu, I’m in some trouble here, I’m afraid I need your help.”

”Trouble? Is there something wrong with Uncle Xie?” Lu Chen became nervous

instantly.

”No…it’s not Mr. Xie, but the old man of the Wang family.” Liu Gongquan quickly

explained: “Yesterday, Mr. Wang suddenly suffered from a strange illness. The Wang

family invited all the famous doctors in Nancheng to come over, including me.

Unfortunately, after a day After a night of treatment, all the famous doctors were

helpless.”

”What kind of strange disease is this that even Divine Doctor Liu can’t cure?” Lu Chen

was a little curious.

Being able to keep Xie Si Nian alive for ten years is enough to prove Liu Gongquan’s

superb medical skills.

Even if you encounter any incurable diseases, there should be no problem.

”The blame lies here. I don’t think Mr. Wang is sick, but has been under witchcraft!” Liu

Gongquan deliberately lowered his voice.

”Witchcraft? Are you sure?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows slightly.

”Not sure, just a guess. I think you are proficient in mystical arts and should be an expert

in this area, so I wanted to invite you to come over and have a look. Didn’t you say

before that you need the Wang family’s dragon blood ginseng? If you can cure Mr.



Wang’s disease , I believe there should be no problem with a magical medicine.” Liu

Gongquan said.

”Okay, I’ll be there soon.”

Lu Chen didn’t say much and hung up the phone after answering.

Although the dragon’s blood ginseng has been obtained, Bing Xinlian and Jinsuiyu are

still missing, so Mr. Wang’s life must be saved.

On the one hand, it was because of the elixir, and on the other hand, it was also for

follow-up considerations.

If you can bring the Wang family into your camp, you can help them in the future.

Being able to establish a foothold in Yanjing and develop and grow into a wealthy family

is naturally not to be underestimated.

…

At this moment, inside the Wang family’s mansion.

An old man with a sallow complexion and a thin body was lying unconscious on the bed.

There was blood on the corner of the old man’s mouth, his hands, feet and body were tied

with ropes, and his whole body was forcibly immobilized.

A few doctors stood by the door, cowering and timid, never daring to go forward.

You know, before a stick of incense, the old man on the hospital bed suddenly exploded

with immense strength.

Not only did he maim two bodyguards, but he also bit off a doctor’s ear and ate it.



That ferocious and terrifying appearance, like an evil ghost, made people feel cold at first

glance, and directly created a psychological shadow.

After hesitating for a moment, Liu Gongquan finally bit the bullet, walked to the hospital

bed, and checked the situation carefully.

After confirming that the old man was stable, he finally breathed a sigh of relief, and then

hurriedly exited the room.

”Doctor Liu, how are you? Is my dad okay?”

Outside the door, a group of members of the Wang family were standing.

The first person is Wang An, the eldest son of the prince.

Then came his wife Song Qiuyun, his daughter Wang Zixuan, and some members of the

royal family.

Chapter 1370

”The old man’s vital signs are temporarily stable, but the source of this strange disease
can’t be found. I’m sorry that I can’t do anything.” Liu Gongquan said with a look of
regret.

”Miraculous Doctor Liu, you are all the best doctors in Nancheng. Please think of a way
to cure my dad. No matter how much money is spent or what is needed, our Wang family
will do our best to meet it!” Wang An pleaded.

”Mr. Wang, with all due respect, the symptoms shown by your father are not illness. I
think it is more like being possessed by an evil spirit.” Liu Gongquan said in a serious
tone.

”Bewitched?”

As soon as these words came out, everyone was taken aback.



Hearing these things from a doctor always feels a bit ridiculous.

”Master Liu, please explain clearly, what’s going on?” Wang An asked tentatively.

”The ‘evil’ I’m talking about probably refers to witchcraft, voodoo, and head-dropping. I
don’t know much about these things. I just read them in books, so I have some guesses.”
Liu Gongquan explained.

”Witch Gu surrenders?” Wang An frowned.

If ordinary people said this, he would naturally not believe it.

But Liu Gongquan’s reputation is far-reaching, and he will definitely not be aimless.

Besides, he had heard about similar things.

”Doctor Liu, you are well-informed and have superb medical skills. You must have a way
to save my grandpa, right?” Wang Zixuan suddenly asked.

Her eyes were red and there were tears in the corners of her eyes, it was obvious that she
had just cried.

”I am quite accomplished in medical skills, but when it comes to these evil arts, I am
helpless.” Liu Gongquan shook his head.

There are specializations in the arts, and medical skills and black magic are completely
different approaches.

”Then what should I do? My grandfather is getting thinner and thinner day by day. If this
continues, I’m afraid his life will be in danger.” Wang Zixuan choked up.

”I know a person who has done some research in this area and may be able to help.” Liu
Gongquan suddenly said.

”Oh? Who is it?” Wang An immediately became energetic.

”yes……”

”Of course it is me!”

Before Liu Gongquan could speak, a loud voice suddenly sounded.



Everyone followed the sound and saw the graceful Song Yingming, leading an old man in
black, walking over with his head held high.

”I met Uncle An, I met Aunt Yun…”

Song Yingming stepped forward and bowed to the elders of the royal family one by one,
looking very polite.

”Song Yingming! What are you doing here? You are not welcome in our royal family!”

Wang Zixuan’s pretty face was grim, very unhappy.

”I heard that the old lady had a strange disease, so I specially found an expert to come
and treat the old lady.” Song Yingming looked neither humble nor arrogant.

”Hmph! Who wants your help? You’re being passionate!” Wang Zixuan deliberately
turned her head away.

”Zixuan, don’t be rude.”

Wang An reprimanded him, then turned to Song Yingming, and said in a rather gratified
voice: “Yingming has a heart, but the old man’s illness cannot be cured by a doctor.”

”Uncle An, the person I invited is not a doctor, but a strange person.”

Song Yingming smiled and stretched out his hand to guide the old man in black next to
him: “Let me introduce to you. This is Master Jiang, who is famous in the world. He is
proficient in all kinds of thaumaturgy and mysticism. No matter what difficult and
complicated diseases, he can easily solve them.” .”

”Oh? Seriously?” Wang An cheered up.

”If Uncle An doesn’t believe it, let Master Jiang show it first.” Song Yingming winked.

The old man in black quickly understood, and immediately took out a Thousand Paper
Crane from his pocket, and displayed it in front of everyone.

Then, the old man in black chanted the mantra silently, and pointed at the thousand paper
cranes lightly: “Get up!”

From the word exit, a magical scene happened.



The Thousand Paper Crane in the hands of the old man in black seemed to come to life,
flapped its wings, and flew directly into the air.

Then like a spiritual bird, it circled and danced around the heads of everyone, turning
three times leisurely.

Finally, it fluttered its wings and landed firmly in the palm of the old man in black.

This move left everyone stunned.


